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Global stocks declined as the US budget impasse loomed 

US markets fell on concerns about raising of the debt ceiling limit; 
European markets were negatively impacted by worries over the political 
situation in Italy; Asian stocks declined on disappointing economic data 
from China and Japan. 

Equity Markets  

European shares declined on Monday as the US Congress approached 
the deadline for a partial government shutdown. Investor sentiment was 
also negatively affected by China's weaker than expected manufacturing 
data and the political situation in Italy. China’s September manufacturing 
PMI edged up to 50.2 from 50.1 in August and below the flash reading 
of 51.2. The FTSE and DAX were down 0.8%, the CAC lost 1.0% and 
the SMI declined 0.4%. However, the indices were up both for the month 
of September and the third quarter. 

Former Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi's party announced over 
the weekend that its ministers would resign from the Cabinet. Italian 
stocks dropped on Monday and the yield on Italian government bonds 
increased. Italy's FTSE MIB dropped 1.3%, the lowest since September 
10, as the party of ex-prime minister Silvio Berlusconi, who faces 
eviction from parliament after a tax fraud conviction, withdrew its 
ministers from the cabinet. But the index pared some losses after a top 
member of Berlusconi's People of Freedom (PDL) said some 20 
senators from the party could form a breakaway group unless the former 
premier backed down on his hard line to bring down the government. 

Commerzbank and Deutsche Bank retreated. Dialog Semiconductor and 
Schneider Electric were down on broker downgrades. Air France-KLM 

advanced on a broker upgrade. In London, mining companies were 
under pressure from the weak Chinese data. Glencore Xstrata, 
Fresnillo, Antofagasta, Anglo American and Rio Tinto finished lower on 
the day. Albemarle & Bond plummeted — the holding company for pawn 
broking and retail jewellery sales said the ongoing weakness in gold 
price creates significant uncertainty over its prospects as well as 
profitability for the current fiscal year. Persimmon gained on a broker 
upgrade. Swiss bakery business Aryzta advanced after it reported 
annual results. 

In the US stocks declined as it became more and more likely that a 
Congressional agreement would not be reached in time to avoid a 
partial government shutdown at midnight ET. A more pressing concern 
for markets has been the next battle in Congress — the debate over 
raising the debt ceiling. The battles in Congress have been weighing on 
markets for more than a week. Despite Monday’s losses, the indices 
were up both for the month of September and the third quarter. The Dow 
Jones industrials were down 0.8%, the S&P lost 0.6% and the Nasdaq 
was 0.3% lower. 

JC Penney slipped after tumbling 13% to the lowest close since 
December 2000 on Friday, after the retailer sold 84 million shares, 
priced at a 7.4% discount to the stock's closing price on Thursday. Tesla 
Motors hit a new all-time high in midday trading, continuing a rally 
fuelled in part by last week's news that Hertz Global Holdings added one 
of the electric car maker's models to its high end rental line-up. The 
stock has more than quadrupled in value this year. Exxon Mobil and 
Occidental Petroleum were down. Defence companies also declined, as 
a government shutdown would most likely diminish the amount of new 
contracts being granted. 

In economic news, the Chicago purchasing managers index rose more 
than expected in September, climbing to 55.7 from 53 in the previous 
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month. Analysts were expecting a reading of 54.4. The positive data had 
little lasting impact on the market's gloomy tone. 

Gold at the afternoon London fixing was dropped US$14.50 to 
US$1,326.50. Copper futures were down 0.45% to US$3.31. WTI spot 
crude was down 43 US cents to US$102.44. Dated Brent spot crude 
was down 20 US cents to US$108.43. The US dollar was virtually 
unchanged against the Australian dollar, euro and yen. However, it 
declined against the Canadian dollar, pound and the Swiss franc. The 
Dollar Index edged down 0.1%. The yields on US Treasury 30 year 
bond and 10 year note were unchanged at 3.69% and 2.62% 
respectively.  

Asian shares retreated Monday on growing concerns a prolonged US 
budget impasse will hurt economic growth. Rising political tensions in 
Italy and disappointing economic reports out of China and Japan also 
kept investor sentiment subdued. Despite the declines, the stock indices 
covered here still advanced for the month of September. Only the 
Sensex, which slipped 0.1%, was down for the third quarter. 

The Nikkei dropped 2.1% to end at its lowest level in about two weeks, 
weighed down by the yen's appreciation on concerns over the US 
budget crisis and weak industrial production data domestically. 
Exporters and technology firms bore the brunt of the selling. Advantest, 
Toyota Motor, Nintendo and Toshiba declined. Mizuho Financial Group 
dropped after the Financial Services Agency penalized its banking unit 
for "serious problems" with its compliance systems. August industrial 
output contracted 0.7% on the month. 

The Shanghai Composite climbed 0.7% in thin trading ahead of the 
weeklong holiday starting Tuesday. In economic releases, the HSBC 
manufacturing PMI edged up to 50.2 from 50.1 in the previous month. 
That was significantly below the flash estimate of 51.2. The Hang Seng 
dropped 1.5%. 

The S&P/ASX lost 1.7% and the All Ordinaries was down 1.6% — both 
resource stocks and banks retreated. The Kospi closed 0.7% lower at a 
two-week low after three affiliates of embattled Tong Yang Group filed 

for court receivership to avoid a default. Overseas investors, however, 
extended their buying streak. 

 
The Longer-Term Perspective 
 
Markets historically fall from time to time in the course of their longer-
term upward progress. Investors who are willing to accept periods of 
market volatility and stay invested for the long term are often well 
positioned to grow their wealth as markets subsequently recover.  
 
We view the market reaction to them as a normal part of the investment 
cycle that, in itself, creates attractive opportunities for long-term 
investors.  
 
Looking forward 
 
The Reserve Bank of Australia announces its monetary policy decision. 
August retail sales are on tap in Australia.  
 
Japan releases August unemployment and third quarter Tankan. 
September CFLP PMI is posted for China.  
 
September manufacturing PMIs will be released for India, the Eurozone, 
Germany, France, the UK and the US.  
 
Germany will also post September unemployment while the Eurozone 
lists August unemployment on its calendar.  
 
In the US, ISM manufacturing index for September will be released. 
Although construction spending for August is on the calendar, its release 
could be delayed should the US government shutdown. 
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Please remember, the value of investments and the income from them 
can do down as well as up. Funds that invest in overseas markets may 
be subject to currency fluctuations. Investments in small and emerging 
markets can be more volatile than other overseas markets. Reference in 
this document to specific securities should not be construed as a 
recommendation to buy or sell these securities, but is included for the 
purposes of illustration only. 


